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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper A is a maximal monotone (possibly nonlinear, uxi- 
bounded, and multivalued) operator of a real Hilbert space H with domain D(A) 
and range R(A). The inner product in H will he denoted by (., *) and the norm 
by I -I. 
For the theory of maximal operators and associated evolution equations we 
refer the reader to the monograph of BrCzis [3]. Recall the important fact that a 
(nonlinear) version of the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem holds for such opera- 
tors. Recall also that for any compact interval J = [t, , tJ, any feLl(J, H), 
and any ug E D(A) there exists a unique weak solution on / of 
(tit+) + Au 3f (1) 
satisfying u(tJ = ug . A significant class of ordinary and partial differential 
equations is of form (1). 
We shall be concerned here with solutions on the whole of [w. So let / be a 
noncompact interval and let f~L&,(j, H). The function u E C(J, H) is said 
to be a strong (respectively weak) solution of (1) on J if its restriction to any 
compact interval J’ C J is a strong (respectively weak) solution of (1) on J’. 
Clearly, for any interval of the form J = [to , + 001, any ~EL&,( J, H) and any 
u,, E U(A) there exists a unique weak solution of (1) on J satisfying u(t,) = u, . 
For any t E [w denote by ~~ the characteristic function of ] -00, t]. The causal 
extension L,p([w, H), p E [I, +co], is the vector space of (classes of) functions 
fin L:,,(Iw, H) such that the causal truncation ~~ f of f belongs to Lp([w, H) for 
all t E [w. 
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss for Eq. (I ) a passivity version as 
defined in systems theory; see, for instance, Dolph [9] and Zemanian [ll] for 
the linear case and Desoer and Vidyasagar [8] for the nonlinear one. Assume 
0 E AO; Eq. (1) is said to be passive if to any f EL,~(ILF& H) one may assign a 
weak solution u of (1) on Iw such that u EL,~(IW, H) and such that 
s t ~~(f-~,u-.ii)do >o, vt E R, (2) 
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for any f and fin L,2(R, H) and any assigned solutions U, respectively Zz. It will 
be shown that when A is maximal monotone, condition (2) is in fact a con- 
sequence of the requirement that to any ~E.L,~((W, H) one may assign a weak 
solution u E L,a(R, H); moreover, the solution u assigned to f is unique. 
It seems of interest in systems theory to discuss the properties implied by 
passivity. In Section 2 we establish that if Eq. (1) is passive, the operatorf- u 
commutes with any translation operator and possesses certain continuity 
properties. Moreover, this operator is causal, which means if u and zi are assigned 
to f and f, respectively, one has u = zi on ]-co, T] whenever f =J’ a.e. in 
]-co, T]. We also establish a simple passivity criterion. In the above problems 
an essential point is the maximal monotony of the L2-operator associated with 
Eq. (l), which is the reciprocal off t-+ u. 
Note that the more general problem of when f EL~$R, H) implies (1) has a 
solution u ELF@, H) also seems to be natural for some choices of pr and pa 
other than p, = p, = 2. However, except for the very easy case pi = 1, p, = co 
(see the end of Section 2), some difficulties arise here. For instance, in the case 
p, = p, # 2, when discussing continuity properties of the operator f t+ u we 
have to consider operators whose reciprocals are m-accretive, and very little 
seems to be known about such operators. 
We say that Eq. (1) is or-strongly passive (a > 0) if it is passive with (2) 
replaced by 
St (f-f,u-Q)dn>ajy Iu-il\~dcT, vt E R. (3) -m -cc 
By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we see that in this case the operator 
f++ u possesses the Lipschitz property 
The maximal monotone operator A is said to be or-strongly monotone if 
(yl - yz , x1 - 4 2 01 I x1 - x2 I’, for all [x1 , rll E A and all [x2 , yzl E A 
([x, y] E A stays for y E Ax). In Section 3 we show that Eq. (1) is ol-strongly 
passive if and only if A is a-strongly monotone. This extends to our framework 
a result established previously for linear evolution equations by Beltrami and 
Buianouckas [l], by arguments which use the linecrity in an essential way. The 
proof we give is based on certain results in the theory of nonlinear semigroups 
of contractions. 
In Section 4 we discuss D-stability of Eq. (1) (i.e., the problem of when 
f E Lp(&!f, H) implies that all the solutions of (1) on R+ belong to the same class). 
For p E [l, +co[ we sketch some results which may be obtained by using the 
ideas we applied to discuss passivity; for p = co our main result states that when 
A is a subdifferential, a strong version of Lm-stability is equivalent to the 
coercivity of A. 
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2. PASSIVITY 
We shall make use of the result (see [3]), 
LEMMA 1. Assume that A is a-strongly monotone. Let J be an interval of R’ 
and f, f be in L&,( J, H). If u and ii aye weak solutions on J of 
(duldt) + Au sf, respectively (dG/dt) + Ati 33, 
we have for any s and t in J, s < t, 
1 u(t) - d(t)1 < e-a(t-s) [ u(s) - d(s)/ + It e-ar(t-o) [f(o) -f”(m)/ du. (4) 
s 
Denote by S(R, H) the Stepanov space (the space of (classes of ) functions f in 
L:,,,(R, H) such that 
SUP teR ltt+’ If (u>I da < ~0, 
with the above supremum as 11 f /js(rw,H)), The causal extension of S(R, H) is 
denoted by S&R, H). Clearly IP(LQ, H) C S(R, H) and L,*(R, H) C S&R, H) 
for allp E [l, +co]. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that A is ol-strongly monotone and 0 E AO. Then 
(i) for any f in S&R, H) there exists a unique u in S,(R, H) such that u is a 
weak solution of (1) on R; this solution belongs to L,*(R, H); moreover, if u and li 
are the solutions assigned to f and 4, respectively, we have for all t in R 
[ u(t) - zi(t)l < L eTartt-O) 1 f(u) -J”(o)1 da 
(ii) iff EL,P(R, H) for a p E [I, +a], the corresponding solution u belongs 
to L,‘(R, H) for all Y E Cp, +a] and, ifp < co, u(t) -+ 0 as t ---f --CO; moreover, 
when p, r, and q satisfy 
P E u, +~I, YE[P, +a1 and r-1 =p-1 + q-1 - 1, 
we have for any functions f andfin L,p(R, H) and any assigned solutions u and a, 
respectively, 
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if q is$nite and 
II + - 4l!,y,,,, G II Kt(f - 3)IILqIW.H) ) WE&!, 
if q = + co (which is equivalent to p = 1, r = + 00). 
Proof. Let (sn) be a decreasing sequence of real numbers, s, -+ --co, and 
let u, be the weak solution on [s, , +co[ of 
(dun/4 + Au, 3-L u&J = 0. 
Since the constant function w = 0 on R is a solution of 
(dwldt) + Aw 3 0, (6) 
we have, by Lemma 1, 
so that 
I %(O < (1 - e-Y II W%W.H) > for all t E [sn , +co[ and all n. (7) 
Now let J = [a, b] be an arbitrary compact interval. If s, < s, < a, Lemma 1 
and (7) yield for all t E J 
1 un(t) - urn(t)1 < e-“(t-s3 ( u,(s,)j < (1 - e-‘)--l e+(‘+ Ij ~,flj~(~ Hj , 
and thus (uJ is a Cauchy sequence in C(J, H). Since u, are weak solutions of (1) 
on J, the limit u of (u,) possesses the same property. Clearly u may be extended 
to a weak solution of (1) on the whole of [w and, by (7) u EL,~(R, H). 
To prove uniqueness assume that u E S,(R, H) and w E S&F& U) are two 
solutions assigned to f. By Lemma 1, 
j u(t) - v(t)1 < e-a(t-o) 1 I - v(a);, vu, t E R, 
An integration with respect to u on [s - 1, s], s < t, yields 
u < t. 
I u(t) - VWl G e-“+‘) II Ktb - ~D)llS(R,H) 9 vs, t E R, s < t, 
and so u = z, follows by letting s + --co. 
To verify (5), it suffices to note that since u and ii belong to L,“(R, H), (4) 
yields as s + --cc 
I u(t) - W)l G Jt e-o(t-o) If(u) -f(u)1 do 
-02 
= F. iz+,, e--) I f(u) - f’(dl da. 
This completes the proof of the assertions in (i). 
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We now prove the assertions in (ii). By applying (5) to u and w = 0, we deduce 
j u(t)1 < I:m e-“;(t-o) 1 f(u)1 da, Vt E R. 
The function 
t t-+F(t) = .cl, e-or(t-o) If(u)/ da 
is the convolution of j f 1 with the function G defined by G(t) = 0, if t < 0, 
G(t) = e-ort, if t 3 0. Since G ELM f or all s E [ 1, + co] and since 1 f 1 E &r’(R), 
the function F belongs to L,+(R) (see [IO, VI.11.71) and so u EL,‘(R, H) for all 
r E [p, +a]. The other claims in (ii) are now straightforward. 
Remark 1. If f is Stepanov almost periodic, the corresponding solution u is 
Bohr almost periodic (for almost periodic functions we refer the reader to [5]). 
This follows easily by (5), since for any 7 E R, t H u(t + r) is the solution 
assigned to the function t Hf(t + 7). Th e existence and uniqueness of bounded 
solutions which are Bohr almost periodic when f is Stepanov almost periodic 
was essentially established in a previous paper by Biroli [2], using arguments 
that are similar enough to ours. 
We now discuss passivity. Assume 0 E AO. For any T E R define the (multi- 
valued) operator ~3~ of L2( - 00, T, H) by f E &u if u is a weak solution of (1) 
on [- co, T]. 
THEOREM 1. For any T E [w the operator B*4, is maximal monotone and Bprl is 
single valued on its domain D(B$). Moreover, for any f E D(SY?l), SY;‘f (t) -+ 0 
as t--t ---co and9$fELT(-w, T, H)f or all r E [2, + co]. If there exists T, E Iw 
such that 9&, is surjective, then for all T E Iw, gr is surjective, 39~ is demicontinuous, 
and the operator f N SY;lf from L2(- co, T, H) to Lr( - CO, T, H) is locally 
Holder of order 2-l - r-l for any r E 12, + ox]. 
Proof. Assume u E aF1f, i.e., u is a weak solution of (1) on ]-co, T]. Extend 
f and u to j and zi, respectively, by f(t) = 0 if t > T and 1 is on [T, + CO[, the 
weak solution of 
(dzi/dt) + Au’ 3f, 1(T) = u(T). 
Clearlyfand u’ belong to La2([w, H) and 6 is a weak solution of 
(du/dt) + Au’ q= 
on the whole of R. Then J is a weak solution on R of 
(du/dt) + (A + I) u of + 1, 
where I is the identity on H. Since A + I is strongly monotone, it follows, by 
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Lemma 2, that G(t) + 0 as t - --CO and zi EL,~(R, H) for all Y E 12, + ~1. 
Hence u(t)+0 as t+ --co and UEL?(-CO, T,H) for all ~~12, +a]. 
Assume now that u and ti belong to &‘f, i.e., u and zi are weak solutions of (1) 
on l-00, T]. Then according to [3, Lemma 3.11 we have 
/ u(t) - d(t)! < 1 u(s) - d(s)\ for all t and s in ]-co, T], s < t. 
Since U(S) and c(s) tend to 0 as s --f -co, we deduce u = zi and so &? is single 
valued on its domain. 
Assume u E %$..and ?i E gr$. According to [3, Chap. III, Sect. 21 the monotony 
of A implies, for all s E ] - ao, T] 
s ’ (f -f, u - zi) du > 4 j u(T) - 22(T)12 - + ] u(s) - 2n(s)12. s 
By letting s + -co we see that 5&- is monotone. Then, according to [3, Proposi- 
tion 2.21, to prove maximality it suffices to verify that the range of 9 + gT is 
L2(-co, T, H) (9 is the identity on L2( - co, T, H)). But f E (Y + ar) u if and 
only if the following three conditions are satisfied: fand u belong toL2( - 00, T,H) 
and u is a weak solution on ] - CO, T] of 
By considering the extensionpoff and applying Lemma 2, we see that the range 
of 9 +-@r isL2(--00, T, H). 
In order to prove the last assertions of Theorem 1 we establish that 
for all T E R, all Y G 12, +a], and all f, g in D(g;l). To prove (8), put u = S!l’,‘f 
and v = 5Y;lg. Clearly (8) holds if f = g or u = V. So, assume f + g and u # V. 
Extend f and g to J and g”, respectively, by f(it) = g”(t) = 0 if t > T. Extend u 
and 9 to zi and 6, respectively, which are defined on [T, +OO[ as the weak 
solutions of 
(di/dt) I AJaf, C(T) = u(T), respectively, (dV/dt) + AGsg”, C(T) = o(T). 
Then I, a,{, and 2 belong to L,2(~, H) and, for any 01 > 0, G and v” are weak 
solutions on R! of 
(du’/dt) + (A f al) zi 3p + olz?, respectively, (dV/dt) + (A + al) v” 3 g” + cud. 
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By applying Lemma 2, 
II u - v IIL’(-m,T.H) = II K,P - fi)ll,q,,,, 
< 4-1’*{~-(1’q) If- g IlL2(-m.T,H) + &--(l’q) IIu - v lIL2(--m,T,H)h 
where q = 2 - 4(r + 2)-l. The best estimation is obtained for 
01 = (4 - 1)-l Ilf- g IIp(-m.T,H) II u - v Il&m.T.H) 
and (8) follows for this value of 01. 
Finally, assume that 99, is surjective. Then, it is easy to see by extension and 
restriction that &&- is surjective for all T E R. Hence S?$ is demicontinuous and 
locally bounded (see [3, Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 2.31). It follows then by (8) 
that the operator f e .@;'f from L2( -co, T, H) to .iY(--03, T, H) is locally 
Holder of order 2-l - r-l. 
The following corollaries of Theorem 1 are straightforward by extension and 
restriction. 
COROLLARY 1. Equation (1) is passive if and only if there exists T0 E R such 
that 91T0 is surjective. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume Eq. (1) is passive. Then to any f in L,2(R, H) one can 
assign a unique weak solution u in Le2(R, H) of (1) on R; u(t) -+ 0 as t -+ ---CO and, 
for all T E R, the restriction of u to ] --CO, T] is the image by q’ of the restriction 
off to ]-co, T]. Moreover, if u, and u are the solutions assigned to fn and f, 
respectively, and if the sequence K&+ KTf in L2(R, H), then I+& -+ K$ 
weakly in L2(R, H) and strongly in L”(iR, H), for all Y ~12, +a]. 
From Corollary 2 we deduce 
COROLLARY 3. Assume Eq. (1) is passive. Then the operator f + u that assigns 
to f E L,2(R, H) the weak solution u E Le2(R, H) of (1) on R is causal and commutes 
with any translation operator. 
Under stronger assumptions on A or f the solution u assigned to f is more 
regular: 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that A is the subdifferential of a function v: 
H + ]-co, + 031, which is proper, convex, lower semicontinuous, and sat&--es 
inf{q(x) : x E H> = ~(0) = 0. (9) 
In addition to this assume the Eq. (1) p assive. Then, for any f EL,~([W, H) the 
solution u EL,*@, H) of (1) on R is a strong one, 
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moreover, when f E W,‘*“(R, H) we have for all r E 12, +a~], u E W,1*‘(R, H) and 
< (4 - (l/r))(r’+-(r’s) Ij lctfII$$$‘7) /I .,(df/dq$$y vt E If%. (11) 
Proof. According to [3, Theorem 3.61, u is a strong solution of (1) on R; 
moreover, for any S, t E R, s < t and any 6 E IO, t - S] the restriction of dujdt to 
[S + 6, t] belongs to L2(s + 6, t, H) and satisfies 
(jslB I du/dt I2 doj1’2 < (j’ 1 f I2 doj”‘+ (28)--(1/2) j”‘” If 1 da+ (26)~‘112’ 1 u(s)l. 
s s 
Then (10) follows by letting s ---f - 00. 
Assume f E W,1*2(R, H), r E 12, +co] and let t E IS!, h > 0 be arbitrary. 
Denote by rPh the translation by h. By using Corollaries 2 and 3 combined 
with (8), we see that 
I/ T-h” - u /I~‘(-m,,t-h.~) 
< (4 - (l/r))(l’+(l’“) (j;,” 1 u(u + h) - u(n)/” d~j(1’4)+‘1’21) 
X ( j;ih 1 f(u + h) -f (c)I” do)‘1’4)-(1’2r’. 
Then (11) follows easily by [3, Appendix], Theorem 1, and (lo), since u and f 
belong to W,‘~“(R, H). 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume Eq. (1) is passive and let f belong to L,2(R, H). If, in 
addition to this, f E B V,,,(lR, H) and if the variation V(s, t) off on [s, t] satisfies 
v, = sup{V(s, t) : s < t} < co, Qt E R, (12) 
then the solution u EL,~(R, H) of (1) on R is a strong one, u(t) E D(A) for all 
t E R, u is dz$ferentiable on the right on R, (du/dt) EL,~([W, H) and 
I(d+4W)l < W, t + 0) + vt , Vt E R. (13) 
Proof. Let to and h be arbitrary in R, h > 0. By Corollary 3, the function 
t w G(t) = u(t + h) is the solution of 
(dz2/dt) + Ati 33, 
where!(t) =f(t + h). Then by [3, Lemma 3.11, we have 
I 4to + 4 - u(t,)l d I 4s + 4 - W + j-I” If (0 + 4 - f(4l do, vs < t, . s 
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Since u(t) + 0 as t -+ -cc and since, by applying [3, Proposition A.51 
we deduce 
s :” lf(u + h) - f(4l du < hW, 2, + 4, 
for all t, and h in R, h > 0. 
(14) 
Hence u is Lipschitz on any interval of the form ] -co, T] and the conclusions 
of Proposition 2 follow by applying [3, Proposition 3.31; the estimation (13) 
follows by (14). 
Remark 2. One can show that when A is a-strongly monotone with 0 E A0 
(so that by Lemma 2 and Corollary 1 Eq. (1) is passive), condition (12) onf in 
Proposition 2 may be weakened as follows: if (12) is replaced by 
V,’ = sup{ V(u - 1, u) : cr < t} < co, vt E R, 
then all of the conclusions of Proposition 2 hold with (13) replaced by 
I(d+u/dt)(t)j < V(t, t + 0) + ,‘I% s’ e-m(t-O)d,V(s, u) 
s 
< V(t, t + 0) + V,‘(l - e+-l, WEIR. 
We now discuss sufficient passivity conditions. As noted above, if A is strongly 
monotone with 0 E AO, Eq. (1) is passive. We show in the theorem below that 
passivity is still ensured when the strong monotony condition is weakened as 
follows. There exist 01 > 0 and p > 0 such that 
(Xl r> B a I x I29 for all [x, r] E A with 1 x / < p. (15) 
This suggests that the passivity property depends mainly on the behavior of A 
in a neighborhood of 0. 
THEOREM 2. If A satisjes (15) and 0 E AO, Eq. (1) is passive. 
Proof. By Corollary 1, it suffices to prove that a,, is surjective. So let f be 
arbitrary in Ls(R-, H). For any s < 0, denote by U, the function defined as 
follows: on l-00, s], u, = 0 and on [s, 0] u, is the weak solution of 
(duldt) + Au sf, u,(s) = 0. 
Clearly II, = &l(l - KS)f. It suffices to establish the existence of a T < 0, 
such that the set {u,: s < T} is bounded inLa(R-, H); for if this set is bounded, 
we may apply [7, Lemma 2.31 to the maximal monotone operator &’ and to 
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((1 - %)f)s<7 3 which tends tofinL2(R-, H) as s -+ -co, to see that f E D(ql). 
Choose T < 0 such that 
We claim that 
I us(t)I < PP for all s < T and all t < T. (16) 
Indeed, assume s < T and put 
0 = sup{0 E [s, T] : 1 q(t)\ < p, for all t E [s, u]>. 
Since u, is continuous and u,(s) = 0, we have 0 > s. As in the proof of [3, 
Lemma 3.11, the conditions 0 E AO, (15) and 1 U, 1 < p on [s, f3[ imply 
1 u,(t)] < J’e-a-J) If(u)1 du, for all t E [s, 0[, 
s 
hence we have for all t E [s, 01 
1 us(t)1 < J:m e&-O) If(u)1 do < (201)-1/s jJ-_l, IfI” dfJ~1’2 < 2-$. (17) 
Since u, is continuous at 8, we deduce B = T, and so (16) follows by (17). 
Since (17) holds for all s < T and all t < T, we have 
By applying [3, Lemma 3.11 combined with (16), we have for all s < 7 and all 
t E [T, 01 
1 us(t)I < 1 us( + jTt If i da < P + 1 T 1”’ 1J-O lf12dj1’2- (19) 
Clearly (18) and (19) imply that the set {u,: s < T} is bounded in L2(R-, H). 
Remark 3. Assume that A is the subdifferential of a function p): 
H + ] - 00, + co], which is proper, convex, lower, semicontinuous, and satisfies 
(9). If there exist 01 > 0 and p > 0 such that 
v(x) 2 01 I x I29 for all x E H with I x 1 < p, (20) 
condition (15) holds. As a matter of fact, [x, y] E A, 1 x 1 < p, implies 
(x, Y) = v(x) + vqy) 3 011x 12, 
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since by (9) the conjugate to 9) function I/ is positive on H. The above conditions 
on y are satisfied if, for instance, g, is the norm of H (so that Ax = 1 x I-lx, if 
x # 0 and A0 is the closed unit ball of H with center 0). 
Note that Theorem 2 furnishes some perturbation results. For instance, 
assume that A satisfies conditions in Theorem 2 and let B be a maximal monotone 
operator such that 0 E BO and such that either D(A) n (Int D(B)) or 
(Int D(A)) n D(B) is nonvoid. Then, according to 3, Corollary 2.71 A + B is 
maximal monotone and since it satisfies (15) and 0 E (A + B) 0, the equation 
is also passive. 
Remark 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the operator f tt u 
possesses the following additional continuity property: if u, EL,~([W, H) and 
u EL,~([W, H) are the solutions of (1) on R assigned to fn EL,~([W, H) 
and f EL,~([W, H), respectively, and if the sequence KTfn + KTf in L2(R, H), 
then K=U% -+ KTu (strongly) in L2(R, H). This follows easily by (15) combined 
with the fact that, according to Corollary 2, K+,, + KTu in Lm(R, H) and 
u(t)-+0 as t-+ -co. 
We conclude this section by noting that under only the assumptions that A 
is maximal monotone and 0 E A , the following P-passivity property holds: for 
any f EL,~(R, H) there exists a unique u such that u is a weak solution on R of 
(44 + Au 3f, lim u(t) = 0; t+--m 
moreover, the operator f ++ u is causal and, for any solutions u and zi assigned 
to f and f, respectively, (2) holds and 
I@> - WI G 1’ If -.iI da, for all t E R. 
-03 
The existence may be proved by applying [3, Lemma 3.11 to (u,J defined in the 
proof of Lemma 2. Then the other assertions are straightforward. 
3. STRONG PASSIVITY 
For any h > 0 denote by JA the (nonlinear) resolvent (I + XA)-l of A. 
THEOREM 3. Assume 0 E A0 and let 01 be a strictly positive number. Then the 
following three assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Eq. (1) is or-strongly passive; 
(ii) A is or-strongly monotone; 
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(iii) for all h > 0, all y1 E H and all yz E H, 
(Jar1 - JAY2 9 Yl - Yz) b Aa I J,Yl - hY2 12* 
Proof of (ii) * (iii). Let yi , i = 1,2 be arbitrary in H and put xi = JAyi, 
hence X-l(y, - xi) E Axi . Then (ii) implies 
h--2~Y1-Y2)=%%--2~ h-Yy1 - Xl) - WY2 - x2)) + I Xl - x2 I2 
3 ha / x1 - x2 12. 
Proof of (iii) * (ii). Let [xi , yJ, i = 1,2 be arbitrary in A and put noi = 
xi + Ayi , hence xi = JAvi . Then (iii) implies that for all h > 0 
a I Xl - x2 I2 d h-l@, - x2 , v1 - u2) = k-l I Xl - x2 I2 + (x1 - x2 , y1 - y2>, 
and (ii) follows as X -+ +oo. 
Proof of (ii) * (i). S ince passivity follows by Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, we 
have only the verify (3). 
Assume first that u and zi are strong solutions on [s, t]. Since A is assumed 
a-strongly monotone we have 
a.e. in [s, t], 
and so, by integration, 
s: 3 (f- Y 11 - 22) da 3 a $t 1 u - zi 12 da + 4 ) u(t) - a(t)12 - 4 1 u(s) - fqsy. s 
(21) 
Clearly (21) still holds when u and ti are weak solutions on [s, t], and so (3) 
follows by letting s -+ -00, since, according to Corollary 2, U(S) and d(s) tend 
to 0. 
In the proof of the last implication of Theorem 3 we make use of 
LEMMA 3. Let T be a strictly positive number, (f,J be a sequence of members of 
L1(O, T, H), (xon) a sequence of elements in D(A), and (r,) a sequence of strictly 
positive numbers. Let z, be the weak solution on [0, T] of 
Then if fn -+ f in L1(O, T, H), if zon --+x0 and if rra -+ 0, the sequence (z,,) con- 
verges in C([O, T], H) to the weak solution on [0, T] of 
(~44 + a@,(4 3f, qo) = x0 > 
where a@ is the subdifferential of the indicator function Q, of D(A). 
5“5/23/3-8 
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Proof of Lemma 3. According to [3, Theorem 3.161, it suffices to verify that 
we have a.e. in [0, T] 
(I + h(r,A - f @)))-I 5 ---f (I + A@@ - f (t))-l 5, as n-+ 00, (22) 
for all X > 0 and all 5 E D(A). 
Since 
(1 + @,A -f(W1 5 = (1 + r,AA)Y (5 4 of@)), 
we have by [3, Theorem 2.21 
(I+ +,A - f(t)))-l 5 - Proj&5 + hf (Q), as 72 ---f 03. 
Since @ is the indicator function of D(A), the resolvent of a@ is the projection 
on D(A). Hence 
(I+ h(aQ, - f(t)))-’ 5 = (I + A a@)-Yt + hf(t)) = Projjg& + V(t)) 
so that (22) follows. 
Proof of the implication (i) * (ii) of Theorem 3. Denote by S the semigroup 
generated by -A on D(A). It suffices to prove that 
IS(t)uo-S(t)& <e-atIuo-~o(, Vu, E D(A), W, E D(A), ‘v’t > 0, (23) 
for, as noted in [6], (23) implies that A - OJ is monotone, hence A is a-strongly 
monotone. 
To prove (23), consider the approximation (I,&)~>~ of the Dirac measure 
defined by #,(t) = n, if t E [O, n-l], &(t) = 0, if t # [0, n-l]. Fix an arbitrary 
s > 0 and define f,, and f^, on [w by 
respectively 
f&) = b@) a0 - &(t - 4 S(s) aa, 
3n@) = $w> a0 - A# - 4 S(s) 60. 
Denote by u, and Iz, the solutions in L,2(R, H) of 
(dud@ + Au, sfn , respectively (d4Jdt) + A% 33n , 
the existence of which is ensured by (i). 
Causality implies 
u,(t) = tin(t) = 0 for all t < 0. (24) 
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Then by [3, Proposition 3.31, on R+ u, and li, are strong solutions of 
respectively 
WLldt) + A%, 3f”n , G,(O) = 0. 
Hence, for sufficiently large n (such that n-l < s), 
%a = v,(t), if t E [0, n-l], 
= S(t - n-1) v&-l), if t E 171-l, sJ, 
= wn(t), if t E Is, s + n-r], 
= S(t - s - n-1) w,(s + n-l), if t > s + 12-l, 
where v), is the strong solution on W of 
Vvnldt) + Av, 3 nu, , %(O) = 0, 
and w, is the strong solution on [s, +co[ of 
(dw,/dt) + Aw, 3 --n S(s) u. , w&) = S(s - n-1) v&z-l). 
Let x, and yn be the strong solutions on R+ of 
respectively 
(dx,/dt) + .-l Ax, 3 u. , x,(O) = 0, 
(dynldt) + n-l Ay, 3 --s(s) u,, , yn(0) = S(s - n-l) x,(l). 
Clearly, for all t > 0, v&+t) = xn(t) and wn(rlt + s) = y%(t), hence 
%#) = x&t), if t E [0, n-l], 
= S(t - n-1) X%(l), if t E In-l, s], 
= YnW - 4, if t E Is, s + n-l], 
= S(t - s - n-1) Y%(l), if t > s + n-l. 
In the same way, 
l&(t) = a&t), if t E [0, n-t], 
= S(t - n-‘)3i?,(I), if t E In-i, s], 
=%W - 4, if t E Is, s + n-r], 
= S(t - s - n-r)~n(l), if t > s + 12--l, 
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where dn and9, are the strong solutions on R+ of 
(d.&/dt) + +A&, 3 t2, , %m = 0, 
respectively 
(@,/dt) + rlA$, 3 --s(s) 6, , p%(O) = S(s - n-‘)$Jl). 
The strong passivity condition (3) and (24) yield 
s ‘+r~-’ (fn - 3% , u, - 22,) do > (Y l’++ 1 u,, - li, I2 do, 
for ali Y. (25) 
0 
We shall let n --f co. Note first that 
I *+lz-’ (fn - 3n , u, - dn) da 0 
According to Lemma 3, (q,) converges uniformly on [0, l] to the solution x of 
(Wdt) + W4 3 uo , x(0) = 0. 
Since D(A) is convex, u. E D(A) and 0 E B(A), we have x(t) = tu, on [0, 11. In 
the same way, C(t) --+ td, , m(t) + (1 - t) S(s) uo, and 9%(t) + (1 - t) S(s) zio 
uniformly on [0, l] as 7t ---f 03. Hence 
s s+n-' (fn -3n , u, - d,) da + ij 1 u, - 0, I2 - Q 1 S(s)u, - S(s)Eio j2, 0 
as n-+00. 
Next, u,(t) -+ S(t) U, on IO, $1, un(t) -+ 0 on Is, +co], z&(t) -+ S(t) do on 10, s], 
and a,(t) -+ 0 on Is, + co]. Since the constant function w = 0 is a solution of (6), 
by applying [3, Lemma 3.11, we see that for all t > 0 and all II 
I %#)I < I uo I+ I w uo I and 
Then by the dominated convergence Theorem 
s 
s+n -= 
I *n - 22, I2 da + 
0 s 
’ [ S(o)u, - S(u)zio I2 do, as n-tco. 
0 
Thus (25) yields, as n -j co, 
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for any u,, and 22, in D(A) and any s > 0. Replacing us by s(t) us and tit, by 
s(t) tis and using the semigroup property we see that 
4 1 S(t)u, - qt>a, 12 - 4 1 qt + s)uo - qt + syi, 1” 
t+s 
>,a I ) S(o)u, - S(u)2i, I2 do, t 
for any u,, , z& in D(A) and any s, t 3 0. 
Now put 
hence 
F(t + s) -F(t) < -201 lt+‘F(u) do. 
Since, according to [3, Theorem 3.11 F is absolutely continuous on any compact 
interval in [w+, we deduce 
(dF/dt)(t) B ---2&(t), a.e. in [w+. 
Then F(t) < e-2atF(0) and (23) follows. 
4. LP-STABILITY 
Assume 0 E A0 and let p E [l, +a[; as usual, we say that Eq. (1) is L”-stable 
if for any f~ Lp(R+, H) and any u. E D(A) the weak solution on Iw+ of the 
Cauchy problem 
(Wdt) + Au 3f, u(0) = 240 (26) 
belongs to Lp(R+, H). 
By arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 1 we may establish 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that Eq. (1) is LP-stable for a p E [l, +a[. Then, 
for any u. ED(A) and any f E Lp(R+, H) the solution u of (26) belongs to Lr(R+, H) 
for all Y E ]p, + 001 and tends to 0 as t + +co (so that the trivial solution w = 0 
of (6) is globally asymptotically stable in the sense of Liapunov). 
THEOREM 4. If Eq. (1) is Ll-stable, the operator [u. , f] H u is Lipschitz from 
D(A) x Ll(R+, H) to L”(iR+, H). If Eq. (1) is L2-stable, the operator [u. , f] M u 
is locally Hiilder of order 2-l from D(A) X L2(R+, H) to Lm(R+, H). 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious by [3, Lemma 3.11. 
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Assume that Eq. (1) isl%table. For any u,, E D(A) denote by SYUo the operator 
of Ls(iR+, H) defined by f E SYU,u if u is a weak solution of (26) on Rf. As in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we may see that the operator f ++ g;tf is locally Holder of 
order 2-l from L2(Rf, H) to Lm(R+, H). 
Let [u,, ,f] and [I& ,3] be arbitrary in D(A) x La@+, H). Denote by U, zi, 
and v the solutions assigned to [u, , f], [z$ ,J’], and [u,, ,3], respectively. The 
second assertion of Theorem 4 follows now by 
since, according to [3, Lemma 3.11, 
By using Lemma 1, it is easy to see that if A is strongly monotone and 0 E -40, 
then for any p E [l, + co[ Eq. (1) is P-stable and the operator [u. , f] ++ u from 
D(A) x L’(lJ$+, H) to ,P(iR+, H) is Lipschitz. P-stability for p E [I, 23 is still 
ensured when the strong monotony condition is weakened: 
THEOREM 5. Assume that 0 E A0 and that there exist 01> 0, p > 0, and 
p > 0 such that 
and 
(x, Y) 3 01 I x I29 for all [x, y] E A with [ x I < p, (27) 
(x, Y> > B, for all [x, y] E A, with 1 x j > 2-lp. (28) 
Then, for any p E [I, 21, Eq. (1) is Lp-stable. 
Proof. Let u. be arbitrary in D(A) and denote by u the weak solution of (26) 
on R+. 
We claim that if 1 u I > 2-l~ on [T, (1, then 
2-l I W2 < 2-l I ~(41~ - P(t - 4 + St If (4 I ~(41 do, Vt E I?, ,!I. (29) 
7 
Clearly it suffices to prove (29) under the additional assumption that u is a 
strong solution on [T, 4. Now in this case we have 
f(t) - VW)(t) E Au(t) a.e. in [T, [I, 
and so (28) implies 
(f(t) - (du/dt)(t), a(t)) 2 6 a.e. in [7, fl, 
hence (29) follows by integration on ]r, t[. 
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Denote by 4 the conjugate of p and choose T > 0 such that 
Since q > 2, we may choose 6 > 7 such that 
2-r 1 U(T)\” + /3”2(( - .)l’Q I U(T)] + 2-r&$ - T)Z’Q - /3(E - 7) < 0. (31) 
We now prove the existence of an s E [T, [] such that 1 u(s)\ < 2-rp. For if not, 
(29) holds. By [3, Lemma 3.11, 
hence by applying the Holder inequality and (30) we have for all t 3 7 
Then (29) combined with (31) yield 1 u(t)\ < 0, a contradiction. 
Put 
19 = sup{0 > s : [ u(t)\ < p, Qt E [s, u]}. 
By arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2, we see that 
8 = +co, hence 1 u(t)] < p for all t >, s. Then by using (27) we deduce 
j u(t)1 < e-“+*) 1 u(s)1 + jt e-a(t-u) If(u)] da, Qt > s, 
s 
and now Theorem 5 follows easily, 
Remark 5. It is easy to see that under the assumptions of Theorem 5, the 
globally asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (6) is uniform (i.e., the 
solution u of 
(du/dt) + Au 3 0, u(0) = u, 
tends to 0 as t + + 00, uniformly with respect to u0 in any bounded set of D(A)). 
Note also that the conditions in Theorem 5 hold when A is the subdifferential 
of a function q~ which satisfies the conditions in Remark 3. 
We now discuss La-stability. We say that Eq. (1) is La-stable if for any 
u0 E D(A) and any f E Lw( IW+, H) the weak solution u of (26) belongs to L”( [w+, H). 
Note that we do not require here 0 E AO. 
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If A is strongly monotone then Eq. (1) islm-stable and the operator [u,, ,f] I+U 
from D(A) x L(R+, H) to L”(R+, H) is Lipschitz. This follows again by using 
Lemma 1. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume A coercive. Then Eq. (1) is Loo-stable and the operator 
which assigns to [uO ,f] E D(A) x Lm(R+, H) the weak solution u EL~(IR+, H) of 
(26) on IF!+ is bounded on any bounded set. 
Proof. Coerciveness means that there exists x0 E H such that 
I x I-‘(Y, x - x0) --t +a, asjx/-++cowith[x,y]EA 
(see [3]). It follows that for any ol > 0 and any /3 > 0 there exists p 2 21/201, 
such that for all [x, y] E A with j x - x0 1 > 2-91 we have 
x#O and [I + I x I--l I x0 IIB - I x I-‘(y, x - $0) < 0. (32) 
To prove Proposition 4, it suffices to show that the weak solution u of (26) on 
R+ satisfies 
I u(t) - xol df, vt 2 0, (33) 
whenever [u,, ,f] E D(A) x L”(R+, H) verifies 
I uo - x0 I < O1 and llfll LYW+.H) < 8. 
Assume [u,, , f ] satisfies the above conditions and consider an arbitrary T > 0. 
Clearly there exists a sequence (f,J of H-valued simple functions on [0, T] such 
that fn -+ f in Ll(O, T, H) and IIf la Lm P+,H) < /3 for all n. There exists also a 11 (
sequence (uon) of members of D(A) such that uOn -+ u. and 1 uon - x0 1 < cy 
for all n. Denote by un the solution of 
W,ldt) + Au, sfn , u,(O) = uon on [0, T]. 
Since ZJ~ + zc uniformly on [0, T], to prove (33) it suffices to show that for all n 
I %I(4 - x0 I G Ps Vt E [0, T]. (34) 
Note that, according to [3, Proposition 3.31, the solution u, is a strong one and 
is Lipschitz on [0, TJ. 
Assume there exists n such that (34) does not hold. Put V’(t) = 2-l j un(t) - x0 12, 
7 = infit E [0, T] : V(t) > 2-1p2}, 
cr = sup{t E [O, 71 : V(t) < 2-59). 
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The assumption that (34) does not hold combined with the continuity of V and 
V(0) < 2-2p2 yields 
and 
hence 
O<a<r<T, V(u) = 2-apa, V(T) = 2-$9, 
2-2p2 < V(t) < 2-53, ‘Jt E [u, 4 
I s(t) - x0 1 3 2-93, vt E [u, T]. 
Since V is absolutely continuous, we have a.e. in [u, T] 
(35) 
Then by (35) combined with 
f&> - @44(t) E &z(t) a.e. in [u, 7.1, 
we may apply (32) to see that dV/dt < 0 a.e. in [u, T]. It follows that V is de- 
creasing on [o, T], in contradiction with V(u) = 2-2p2 and v(T) = 2-l~~. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
Remark 6. Coercivity of A does not imply continuity of the operator 
[u. , f] ++ u. For instance, in H = [w define A by Ax = X, if x < 0, Ax = 0, if 
x E IO, l[, Al = R+ and Ax = 0, if x > 1. Clearly A is maximal monotone and 
coercive. It is easy to see that the solution uE of 
(du,ldt) + Au, 3 E, %(O) = 0, (5 E IO, + 4) 
does not converge in L”(R+) to the solution u of 
as&O. 
(du/dt) + Au 3 0, u(0) = 0 
In the sequel we assume that A is the subdifferential of a function 
v: H-]--m, +co], which is proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous. 
Under this condition we will establish the converse of Proposition 4. 
LEMMA 4. Let 5 E H. If there exists u. E D(A) such that the solution u of 
(duldt) + Au 3 E, u(0) = u. 
satisfies lim inf,,,, 1 u(t)\ < co, then 5 E R(A). 
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Proof. The assumption lim inf,,,, 1 u(t)1 < co implies the existence of a 
sequence of positive numbers t, -+ +03 such that (u(t,)) is bounded in H. 
Define vr: H-t]--CKJ, +co] b y &x) = v(x) - (x, 6). Clearly the function ye 
is proper, convex, lower-semicontinuous, and 2~~ = A - 6, so that (36) may 
be written as 
(W4 + +&4 3 0, u(0) = 210. (37) 
Then by applying [3, Th eorems 3.1 and 3.21, we see that u is differentiable on 
the right on IO, + co[, 
(d++)(t) + Au(t) 3 E, vt > 0, (38) 
1 d+u/dt ) decreases and for any 6 > 0 we have 
(u(t), 5) - y+(O) = Iat I d+uldt I2da + 64% 5) - ,W% Vt 3 6. (39) 
Since -9) is majorized by an affine continuous function and (u(Q) is bounded, 
we infer from (39) (with t replaced by tn) that j d+u/dt ( EL~(~, +co). This, 
combined with the fact that 1 d+uldt j decreases, yields d+u/dt -F 0 as t -j +oo. 
BY (38) 
u(tn) E A-Y6 - (WW,)) 
and we may now apply [7, Lemma 2.31 to A-l and see that 4 E R(A). 
Remark 7. By applying [4] (to (37)) and Lemma 4, we deduce the asympto- 
tical behavior of the solutions of (36): if 4 E R(A) then for any u, E D(A) the 
solution u of (36) converges weakly in H to a point of A-if as t + fco; if 
[E R(A) then for any u0 E D(A) the solution u of (36) satisfies 1 u(t)/ + +~XI 
as t ---f +co. It follows that surjectivity of A = 2~ is a necessary condition for 
Eq. (1) to beL”-stable. When dim H < co, the above condition is also sufficient, 
for, according to 13, Remark 2.31, surjectivity and coercivity of A = 2g, are then 
equivalent properties. 
THEOREM 6. The following three conditions on A = aq are equivalent: 
(i) A is coercive; 
(ii) Eq. (1) is Lm-stable and the operator which assigns to [uO,f] E D(A) x 
L”(Iw+, H) the solution u E Lm(W, H) of (26) is bounded on any bounded set; 
(iii) there exists u,, E B(A) such that for any t E H, the solution u of (36) 
beZongs to Lm(Rf, H) and the operator 6 w u is bounded on any bounded set. 
Proof. The implication (i) 3 (ii) follows by Proposition 4 and (ii) + (iii) 
is obvious. 
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According to [3, Proposition 2.141, to prove (iii) * (i) it suffices to show that 
(iii) implies the existence of a single-valued operator B defined on the whole of 
H such that B C A-l and such that B is bounded on any bounded set. Now 
let t be arbitrary in H and denote by u the solution of (36) on [w+. By Lemma 4, 
E E R(A) so that, as noted in Remark 7, u converges weakly to a point B[ E A-It 
as t + + 00. It follows 
Clearly B is everywhere defined. Condition (iii) combined with (40) guarantees 
that B is bounded on any bounded set. 
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